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The aim of this activity
is to identify weakness
in the current security
architecture, by
reviewing security
technology controls to
ensure that they meet
the growing business
needs of the
organization.

Automated
vulnerability scanners
are used to determine
vulnerabilities at
system, device or
software level.
False positives are
eliminated before
accepting the results of
these tools for
accurate assessment.

Exploits may not
always be used against
production systems.
However, if given
explicit permission by
the organization, then
we could run speciﬁc
exploits depending
upon identiﬁed
vulnerabilities.
Exploits could be
sourced from the
Internet, IRC channels,
and the codes written
by us. Our pen-testers
are well-versed with
black box, grey box
and white box
assessment.

The network devices
will be subjected to a
conﬁguration check
where our experts will
check the
administrative settings,
system security
settings etc. for
vulnerabilities.
During this activity,
conﬁguration options
that could pose a risk
are analyzed &
reported.

The security
architecture review
exercise helps our
customers primarily in
the following ways:
1. Comparing the
current technology
controls against CIS
critical security
controls

Network

2. Ensuring that the
security technology
in place is sufﬁcient
to meet the needs of
the business
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Source Code
Source code reviews
are an effective
method for ﬁnding
bugs that can be
difﬁcult or impossible
to ﬁnd in any other
way. Our expert
developers and
security architects
conduct a fast and
effective code review.
Armed with a
comprehensive
checklist of common
implementation and
architecture errors,
SecureLink experts will
quickly assess your
code and provide you
a report containing all
discovered
weaknesses and
vulnerabilities.
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